PRODUCT INFORMATION - SOCCER
OUTDOOR TUBULAR SOCCER GOALS
A user friendly and safety conscious design with rounded corners. Supplied in six pieces; with all
special fixings and simple assembly instructions provided.
Cross bars are reinforced for strength and durability with plates on the back of the goals allowing
pegs or sandbags to be used to minimise tipping. Nets, pegs and sandbags are all available
separately.
Manufactured in pre-galvanised steel with the option of a white powder coated finish.
SE012

Outdoor tubular soccer goals
2m x 1m pre galv finish

Pair

SE011

Outdoor tubular soccer goals
2m x 1m pre galv + powder coated finish

Pair

SE009

Outdoor tubular soccer goals
3m x 2m pre galv finish

Pair

SE010

Outdoor tubular soccer goals
3m x 2m pre galv + powder coated finish

Pair

SE014

Outdoor tubular soccer goals
4m x 2m pre galv finish

Pair

SE015

Outdoor tubular soccer goals
4m x 2m pre galv + powder coated finish

Pair

OUTDOOR FULL-SIZE FREESTANDING SOCCER GOALS
Full-size 7.32m wide x 2.44m high goals, manufactured from pipe with the goal end frames fully
welded for strength and then hot dipped galvanised to maximise outdoor durability. Goals can be
powder coated white, if required as an additional option.
Net retaining hooks are fitted to the posts and crossbar of the goal face. Soccer nets are available
separately.
Assembly is straight forward and all fixings are provided.
SE006
SE005

Outdoor full-size freestanding soccer goals
Galvanised finish
Outdoor full-size freestanding soccer goals
Galvanised + powder coated finish

Pair
Pair

SOCCER – cont.
OUTDOOR FULL SIZE INGROUND SOCCER GOALS
Full-size 7.32m wide x 2.44m high goals, manufactured from pipe and featuring net support
stanchions. Goal end frames are hot dipped galvanised with pre-galvanised cross bars. Goals can be
powder coated white, if required as an additional option.
Net retaining hooks are fitted to the posts and crossbar of the goal face. Soccer nets are available
separately.
Assembly is straight forward and all fixings are provided.
Goals are supplied with ground sockets which are to be concreted into the ground
SE017
SE018

Outdoor full-size inground soccer goals
Galvanised finish
Outdoor full-size inground soccer goals
Galvanised + powder coated finish

Pair
Pair

INDOOR SOCCER GOALS
Futsal size 3m x 2m indoor soccer goals with foldable end frames for easier storage.
Finished in white powder coat, supplied in pairs, complete with nets.
SE007
ST032

ST003

Indoor folding soccer goals
Powder coated finish
Wall storage bracket - (2 required for each
goal)
Indoor soccer goal trolley

Pair
Set of 4

Each

COMBINATION OUTDOOR SOCCER/RUGBY GOALS
Junior 4m x 2m inground soccer goals with extended posts and a second crossbar to create the rugby
goal.
Net stanchions are fitted to the back of the posts to hold the soccer goal away from the posts when
fitted.
Posts are 5.5 metres high with the rugby crossbar 2.5 metres above the ground.
Supplied in a galvanised finish with ground sockets and fixings for assembly provided.
RE002

Outdoor combination soccer/rugby goals
Galvanised finish

Pair

